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FADE IN:

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - DAY

We open on a YOUNG MAN (25) who wears a beret, white smock,

wispy blonde goatee, paint palette, etc. as he moves through

his studio, almost dance-like in his movements.

He stands before a blank easel, and studies it as the hint

of a smile plays his lips. MUSIC (it sounds

vaguely...French?) waltzes lazily through the air.

THE PAINTER opens his mouth as if to speak, but merely

breaks into a smile and lifts his brush with a flourish

before he dips it towards his palette.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

A large ORANGE FIGURE fiddles with a bouquet of WILDFLOWERS.

He freezes with a jerk and fumbles the flowers which fall to

the ground. He cranes his neck to look up at the paintbrush.

[beat]

TANGERINE

(panicked)

We’ve got a Code P!

The scene erupts into chaos. FIGURES of various colors pop

out of homes and buildings and race around the palette.

INT. GOLDENROD’S SHACK- DAY

A GOLDEN FIGURE in a decorated military jacket jerks awake

behind a desk, his eyes wide.

GOLDENROD

(confusedly)

Code P...

(jolting to his senses)

Code P!

GOLDENROD bounds from behind his desk and grabs a MEGAPHONE.

GOLDENROD

(into megaphone)

We have Code P, people, this is NOT

a drill! All colors report for

immediate deployment!
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EXT. GOLDENROD’S SHACK - DAY

Goldenrod stands in the doorway of a small shack. A

hand-painted sign denotes it as the "Deployment Station".

His voice is magnified by a large speaker attached to the

roof of his ramshackle hut.

COLORS stream past and bolt for a large open area similarly

designated as the "Landing Zone".

GOLDENROD

Incoming painting, I repeat,

incoming painting! We have T minus

10 until brush touch-down! All

colors report to the Landing Zone

immediately!

A panicked BLUE FIGURE cries out from amidst the throng of

colors. He gesticulates wildly.

INDIGO

(French accent)

But what are we to paint?

COLORS

(at once, lines overlapping)

What do we paint?!

The colors freeze and all eyes are cast upwards towards The

Painter, visible above the surface of the palette.

PAINTER

(musing to himself)

Hmmm...what shade to use for the

barn?

The colors burst from their standstill and plunge into what

is clearly a well-drilled routine as they run to their

assigned places.

GOLDENROD

(into megaphone)

We’ve got a farm scene, boys and

girls! I’m gonna need reds! Blues!

Let’s go, yellows, double-time! You

think the sun is going to paint

itself?

As the paintbrush nears the surface of the palette, winds

buffet the colors and they shield their eyes. The effect is

reminiscent of a helicopter landing on its pad.

(CONTINUED)
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GOLDENROD (cont’d)

Crimson, you’re up! Get that barn

started!

A hulking RED FIGURE in an oversized military surplus helmet

pops up and salutes.

CRIMSON

(heavy Russian accent)

Crimson will paint barn, comrade!

Crimson lets out a tremendous war cry and charges the brush.

His limbs flail as he leaps spread-eagled into the bristles

and is whisked away towards the canvas.

The frenzy slows momentarily as the colors stop to watch the

brush.

EXT. PAINTBRUSH - DAY

As he rides the brush, Crimson’s cheeks flap in the wind and

he gives a guttural, exhilarated laugh.

CRIMSON

Ha! Ha ha-

Crimson and the brush hit the canvas with an audible SPLAT.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

Colors GASP and CRINGE.

[beat]

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - DAY

The Painter begins to construct the barn, making broad red

brushstrokes.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

Colors CHEER. Goldenrod salutes.

GOLDENROD

Good work, soldier!

(addressing applauding colors)

Now are you rubberneckers here to

paint or not? Where’s Marigold?

A cheerful YELLOW FIGURE skips by, beaming.

(CONTINUED)
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MARIGOLD

Coming!

GOLDENROD

Go give ’em some sunshine, kiddo!

BEGIN MONTAGE

- BRUSH returns to the ground and Crimson tumbles off,

grinning, battered and utterly spent.

CRIMSON

(double fist-pump)

Yes! That was of what I am talking

about!

- BRUSH returns to the ground and a squat, earthy,

bespectacled GREEN FIGURE dismounts. Her hair is frazzled

and she stumbles disorientedly as she straightens her

GLASSES.

OLIVE

(nasally)

Foliage illustration is complete.

(clutching her stomach

nauseously)

Am I looking a little green?

- BRUSH returns to the ground and Indigo reclines against it

suavely, clad in his BERET and PENCIL MOUSTACHE. He slouches

moodily as he talks to MAGENTA, a pretty pink figure.

INDIGO

(with utmost drama)

I will paint zem a sky like zey

’ave never seen before! Sapphires!

Sparkling oceans! Denim jeans! Zese

things will all pale before my

brilliant blues!

(he casts his eyes to the

horizon)

Zere is a chance I shall never

return.

MAGENTA

(coyly)

How about a kiss for good luck?

Indigo’s eyes go wide, then narrow as his face slips into a

smug smile. He puckers his lips as he leans towards Magenta,

but at the last second the BRUSH yanks him upwards, leaving

only his BERET behind.

(CONTINUED)
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INDIGO

(fading)

Sacre bleu!

END MONTAGE

The BRUSH returns to the ground one last time and Tangerine

steps down to rejoin the crowd. All colors are varying

degrees of rumpled and bedraggled. They watch The Painter,

visible above the palette, with baited breath.

PAINTER

It’s missing something.

A MURMUR goes through the colors.

PAINTER (cont’d)

It just needs a little splash of

something...a touch of beauty...

(he ponders)

A flower! A bit of color in the

front yard!

GOLDENROD

The man wants a flower! I repeat,

the man wants a flower! Where’s

Mauve?

No response.

GOLDENROD (cont’d)

Has anyone seen Mauve?!

The MURMUR rises from the colors once more, this time with

notes of PANIC.

GOLDENROD (cont’d)

Mauve! When did we last see Mauve?!

Goldenrod’s panicked eyes sweep back and forth over the

crowd.

MAGENTA O.S.

There! There she is!

Goldenrod’s head sweeps once more across the crowd, passing

over something in the distance and then snapping back to it.

He squints, shading his eyes with his free hand.

A tiny PURPLE FIGURE in an EXTRAVAGANT FLOWERY HAT hobbles

towards the BRUSH with a WALKER. She is positively ancient

and seems entirely unconcerned with the gravitas of the

situation. As she shuffles, the colors watch on in agony.

Goldenrod stands frozen, his fingers clawing at his face.
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When Mauve at last nears the brush, she dusts herself off,

straightens her hat, situates herself, and finally sits on

the brush, her movements ladylike and proper. As soon as she

touches the bristles, she is whisked away towards the

canvas.

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - DAY

With an exaggerated flourish, The Painter paints a SMALL,

PURPLE FLOWER on the canvas. As he puts the finishing touch

on it, a bell-like "TING" is heard. Satisfied, he dips the

BRUSH back towards the PALETTE.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

The BRUSH returns to the ground with Mauve perched daintily

on the bristles. She pats her hair into place underneath her

FLOWER HAT.

MAUVE

There we are, deary.

The colors burst into CELEBRATION. Crimson cheers heartily

and slaps Indigo on the back which knocks him off his feet.

Marigold SQUEALS, HUGS Olive and TWIRLS her around.

Goldenrod stands ramrod straight as he wipes away a TEAR.

The crowd of colors disperses as they BABBLE happily to one

another.

As the bustling scene clears, a solitary GRAY FIGURE stands

motionless towards the back. She stands unassumingly, her

head bowed and her hands clasped in front of her. Her hue is

undeniably drab and though she stands amidst a throng of

colors, she is undeniably alone.

Colors stream past her, seeming not to notice her presence.

As Crimson lumbers by, he looks down at her.

CRIMSON

It was a beautiful painting, no?

She raises her eyes to meet his and gives a small nod.

CRIMSON (cont’d)

Oh, come now. Smile for Crimson.

She gives a weak attempt at a smile.

(CONTINUED)
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CRIMSON (cont’d)

There you go, myshka. No reason to

be frowning, little mouse.

He pats her on the head, which causes her to sink a few

inches into the ground, and trundles off. She turns to

leave.

MARIGOLD O.S.

Grayce! Grayce, wait!

Grayce turns to see Marigold hurrying towards her. Olive, a

few paces behind, WHEEZES as she tries to keep up.

MARIGOLD

Wasn’t it wonderful? And The

Painter was so happy after we were

finished! Oh, everyone looked

positively radiant on the canvas

today!

(she trails off as Grayce

flinches at her words)

Hey, why the rainy face?

GRAYCE

(clearly preoccupied)

Hmm? Oh...nothing.

Olive raises her GLASSES above her eyes and peers closely at

Grayce. Olive’s large eyes appear much smaller when not

magnified by her glasses, and she squints them as she

inspects Grayce. After a moment, she turns to Marigold.

OLIVE

Following thorough inspection, I

have reason to believe she’s not

being entirely truthful.

(replacing her glasses and

turning to Grayce)

What’s the matter, hon?

GRAYCE

Please, don’t think I’m not happy

for you -- for both of you. You two

were wonderful today. Marigold,

that sunshine was stunning

(Marigold beams)

and Olive, your grass was

remarkably...earthy.

(Olive nods, pleased)

It’s just...sometimes, when I look

the way I do...and I see how

vibrant the rest of the palette

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GRAYCE (cont’d)
is...I’m sorry. I just know

that...that --

OLIVE

(matter-of-factly)

That nobody wants a gray rose.

Marigold whirls on Olive, but Grayce nods.

GRAYCE

(getting worked up)

Yes. I want to help The Painter. I

want to show him that I can be just

as beautiful as Indigo and-and

Magenta. I want to prove that I

belong on this palette too, that

I’m just as important as the rest

of you!

(she falters, eyes downcast)

I’m sorry...

MARIGOLD

But you do matter! Grayce, you’re

just as important as any one of us!

Grayce looks up.

MARIGOLD (cont’d)

Remember last week? When The

Painter needed a river scene? You

helped!

(looking to Olive for help)

What was it that she painted?

OLIVE

Very small rocks along the bank.

MARIGOLD

(with genuine enthusiasm)

Very small rocks!

[beat]

GRAYCE

(bitterly)

Rocks.

OLIVE

Very small ones.

(CONTINUED)
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MARIGOLD

See? What did I tell you?

Grayce looks at her two friends and then her feet.

GRAYCE

I think I’m going to head back

home. Thanks for the help, guys.

Marigold’s MEGAWATT SMILE fades as Grayce trudges past.

Marigold and Olive watch as she slinks away.

OLIVE

Was it something I said?

INT. GRAYCE’S ROOM - NIGHT

A SMALL, SPARSELY-DECORATED BEDROOM. The only notable

feature is a LARGE WINDOW in the corner that provides a

STUNNING VIEW. Half-finished COLORING PAGES and COLORED

PENCILS are strewn about beneath the window. The gray pencil

is considerably longer than the other, stubbier pencils. The

audience may also notice that the room contains no mirrors.

Grayce is curled up on the WINDOWSILL and looks outwards.

A KNOCK at the DOOR. As it swings inwards, we see the WORDS

"GRAYCE’S ROOM" on the other side of the door. Each LETTER

is a different color of the rainbow.

A BROWN FIGURE steps carefully into the room. She is slender

and plain, but her eyes are kind and brim with love. She

carries TWO STEAMING MUGS.

HAZELNUT

(softly)

Hi, sweetie.

Grayce sniffles.

HAZELNUT

I made cocoa.

She hands one of the mugs to Grayce and sits next to the

windowsill, her legs curled under her. Both are silent for a

moment.

GRAYCE

(her voice husky)

It happened again.

Hazelnut sets her mug on the windowsill and strokes Grayce’s

hair.

(CONTINUED)
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HAZELNUT

Sweetheart, you can’t be a part of

every painting.

GRAYCE

Crimson is. Marigold is. Indigo is.

[beat]

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(whispered)

What’s wrong with me?

Hazelnut doesn’t respond immediately.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(building shrilly)

Every color on the palette is

vibrant and beautiful except for

me! Every color on the palette

deserves to be here because The

Painter needs them -- needs you!

Every color on the palette has a

job that they were specially made

for. Except for me. What’s wrong

with me, huh? What’s wrong with me?

(softer)

Why am I not special?

Grayce’s chest heaves as she awaits a response. Hazelnut

takes a deep breath and gently places a hand on Grayce’s

knee.

HAZELNUT

(slowly)

You’re never going to paint a

sunrise, Graycie.

Grayce stares at her mother.

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

You won’t paint the petals on a

flower or the leaves on a tree and

The Painter will never ask you to

make the stars shine.

[beat]

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

But that doesn’t make you worth

less than anyone else, sweetheart.

It just makes you you. You couldn’t

paint Indigo’s clear skies just as

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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HAZELNUT (cont’d)
he couldn’t paint gray, stormy

ones.

Hazelnut wipes a TEAR from Grayce’s cheek.

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

I love you, kiddo. Not because of

how you look or what you can paint,

but because you’re you. You’re

unique and you’re mine and as for

The Painter, if he felt any

differently, he wouldn’t have kept

you around for so long.

Hazelnut leans forward.

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

(conspiratorially)

But between the two of us, if he

tried to take you off the palette,

he’d have to go through me first.

This elicits a small smile from Grayce. Hazelnut kisses her

on the top of the head and collects the cocoa mugs.

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

I wouldn’t want you to change,

Graycie, even if you could.

GRAYCE

(morosely)

But nobody wants a gray rose.

Hazelnut smiles sadly.

HAZELNUT

Oh, kiddo. You’re only gray on the

outside.

Grayce sniffles.

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

Get some sleep. I love you.

Hazelnut leaves the room and latches the door behind her.

GRAYCE

(quietly)

Love you, too.

(CONTINUED)
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After a pause, Grayce opens her window and leans out of it,

looking upwards at the night sky. She take a deep breath and

clears her throat awkwardly. She hesitates, then steels

herself.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(to the night sky)

Hey. Um, it’s me. Grayce. I’m, uh,

I’m one of the colors down here.

[beat]

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Look, I know you’re busy with your

paintings and all, but I’d love to

talk...um, talk with you...about

some stuff.

Grayce exhales.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

I’m trying. I want to help you

paint so badly. I want to be

useful, and -- and pretty, and I’m

tired of standing in the back,

watching everyone else make the

canvas come to life.

(she casts her eyes downward)

I want to be noticed...

Suddenly the HOUSE shakes as Grayce, palette and all, is

lifted high into the air. The palette comes to a stop and

Grayce finds her window level with a pair of KIND, BROWN

EYES.

PAINTER

Hello, little one.

Grayce is speechless, awestruck. The Painter’s eyes crinkle

at the edges.

PAINTER (cont’d)

Nothing to say now? Did you think I

wasn’t listening?

Grayce swallows, eyes wide.

PAINTER (cont’d)

You are full of worth, little one.

He cocks an eyebrow.

(CONTINUED)
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PAINTER (cont’d)

Even though you don’t believe me,

it’s true.

GRAYCE

(blurted)

If I’m so special, why don’t you

ever use me to paint?

She claps her hands over her mouth, horrified. The Painter

chuckles.

PAINTER

No, no...no harm done, little one.

(he thinks)

Tell you what: if you want so badly

to paint, then paint you shall.

(he considers her)

Is there anything you have in mind?

Grayce thinks for a moment and then nods vigorously. The

Painter lifts the palette to his ear, so that Grayce can

whisper her idea to him. She does this and, after a moment,

The Painter breaks into a smile.

PAINTER (cont’d)

Yes, I think that can be done,

little one.

Grayce watches him, hopefully.

PAINTER (cont’d)

Yes, I think that would be quite

fitting.

Pleased, Grayce yawns and her eyes start to close. As

Grayce’s vision fades, The Painter gently lowers the

palette. He smiles.

PAINTER (cont’d)

Sleep now, little one. You’ve got a

big day ahead of you.

Curled up in the windowsill, Grayce sleeps. In the

MOONLIGHT, a smile is just visible on her lips.

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - NIGHT/DAY

A BLANK CANVAS rests atop The Painter’s easel. The moonlight

that spills across the surface of the canvas is gradually

replaced by a the golden glow of SUNLIGHT via TIMELAPSE. The

studio begins to DISSOLVE, the canvas sheet becoming a

COLORING PAGE that rests atop Grayce’s NIGHTSTAND.
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INT. GRAYCE’S ROOM - DAY

On the coloring page, a ROSE is sketched -- clearly not the

first attempt as evidenced by the CRUMPLED PAGES that litter

the nightstand and the floor surrounding it. After a moment,

Grayce’s HAND snatches the sketch out of the shot and she

tears out of her room.

INT. GRAYCE’S KITCHEN - DAY

Hazelnut HUMS to herself as she stands at the STOVE. She

wields a SPATULA and is surrounded by lovingly-arranged

stacks of PEANUT BUTTER AND BANANA PANCAKES. Grayce tears

through the kitchen and past her mother.

GRAYCE

Sorry, gotta go! Big plans today!

Hazelnut calls after Grayce.

HAZELNUT

I made your favorite!

The door SLAMS. Hazelnut lowers her spatula and looks at the

stacks of pancakes, crestfallen.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

Grayce clutches her rose sketch in her hand as she runs

towards the "Landing Zone". When she arrives, The Painter’s

brush is already on the ground, ready to paint.

PAINTER

Good morning, little one. Are you

ready?

Grayce nods anxiously.

PAINTER (cont’d)

Wonderful. Let’s paint.

Grayce walks towards the brush, her hand extended. Just

before her fingers make contact, she freezes and pulls back.

PAINTER (cont’d)

Yes?

GRAYCE

(blurting)

What if it’s no good?

The Painter smiles.

(CONTINUED)
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PAINTER

And what if it turns out to be

beautiful?

Grayce looks once more at the sketch in her hand and sets

her jaw. She grabs ahold of the brush bristles.

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - DAY

With many a flourish and twirl of his brush, The Painter

begins work on Grayce’s painting. His body obscures our view

of the canvas, but his movements are lush and reminiscent of

a maestro conducting a symphony.

INT. GOLDENROD’S SHACK - DAY

Goldenrod sits at his desk, humming to himself as he

lovingly polishes a spotless NAMEPLATE that reads "General

Goldenrod". He continues to happily buff the nameplate until

his eyes are drawn to MOTION outside his window. His eyes

widen as he slowly sets the nameplate back on his desk and

walks towards the door.

EXT. GOLDENROD’S SHACK - DAY

Goldenrod emerges from his "Deployment Station", his neck

craned upwards towards the canvas. He meanders to the

"Landing Zone" to join a handful of OTHER COLORS who have

already congregated there. Each wears a similar awestruck

expression.

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - DAY

The Painter’s eyes narrow as he puts the finishing touches

on the painting. After a moment of scrutinizing his work, he

steps back from the easel. In the center of the canvas we

see a beautiful GRAYSCALE ROSE.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

Grayce steps down from the brush, amidst a throng of

watching colors. Her cheeks are flushed and her eyes are

downcast. The stunned silence is broken as Marigold runs

forward and wraps Grayce in a hug.

MARIGOLD

That was magnificent!

OLIVE

(adjusting her glasses)

A most pristine specimen.

Crimson barrels forward and sweeps Grayce, Olive and

Marigold into a bear hug.

(CONTINUED)
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CRIMSON

Flower is pretty!

The colors CHEER and surround Grayce. Suddenly, the colors

freeze as a bell JINGLES.

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - DAY

The door to The Painter’s studio opens and a MAN IN A SUIT

strides in. He is clad in a pressed, navy-blue pinstripe

suit and matching fedora and his gait speaks of business

meetings and brokerage firms.

MR. OSKEOLE

Hello there, son. Here to pick up a

watercolor, under the name

"Oskeole".

As The Painter turns to retrieve the painting in question,

the man catches a glimpse of Grayce’s rose.

MR. OSKEOLE

Say! That one there! How much for

it?

PAINTER

How much for which?

MR. OSKEOLE

The gray one there, the rose.

He pulls out his WALLET.

MR. OSKEOLE (cont’d)

How much?

The Painter shakes his head and smiles.

PAINTER

I’m sorry, that one isn’t for sale.

MR. OSKEOLE

Not for sale? But...

PAINTER

(looking towards the palette)

It’s an original, and the original

is not for sale.

(to the man)

However, I would be happy to paint

you one just like it.

(CONTINUED)
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MR. OSKEOLE

Yes! Yes, one just like it! The

choice of gray...it’s...it’s bold!

I simply must have one!

The man tucks his WATERCOLOR under his arm and turns for the

exit.

MR. OSKEOLE (cont’d)

Such sophistication! Such striking

hues! Whoever thought that there

could be such elegance in a gray

rose?

The man’s voice trails off as the door closes behind him.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

The colors resume their celebration and each color clamors

to congratulate Grayce.

INDIGO

Zey loved you! Ze canvas cried,

"Send me a star!" and so you came!

(he lowers his voice)

You know, I dabbled under Picasso -

ze Blue Period - and if you were to

ever need assistance --

MAGENTA

Wow. You were so pretty up there.

If I wasn’t already this gorgeous

shade, I would die to look like you

do. Listen, if you ever want to

talk shading, I’m totally open.

GOLDENROD

That was some of the tightest

brush-maneuvering I’ve seen since

my time in the Warhol

administration.

He rigidly extends an arm for a handshake.

GOLDENROD (cont’d)

(choked with emotion)

You’ll make a fine painter yet.

HAZELNUT

Everyone is welcome at our house

for a celebration -- I’m making

cocoa!

(CONTINUED)
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CRIMSON

Cocoa?!

Crimson eagerly leads the pack as the colors file off in the

direction of Grayce’s house. Grayce hangs back and smiles as

she watches them go.

TANGERINE O.S.

Uh...Grayce?

Grayce turns. Tangerine fidgets timidly before her.

GRAYCE

Hi, Tangerine.

TANGERINE

(stammering)

Y-You did a b-beautiful job today.

Grayce smiles.

TANGERINE (cont’d)

And I was...I was wondering if

maybe sometime I could...maybe I

could help you paint this next

rose.

He looks at his feet shyly. Grayce recoils in shock.

GRAYCE

You? Paint my roses? No!

His worst fears confirmed, Tangerine nods sadly and turns to

leave.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(hurriedly)

Tangerine, wait! It’s just...you

heard the customer. He wanted it

all gray, and he might not want it

if you --

TANGERINE

It’s okay, I understand.

He turns and shuffles away. Grayce reaches out as if to stop

him, but doesn’t. Surprise and regret mingle on her face

while she watches him go. As she turns to rejoin the

celebration, something catches her eye. On her arm is a

LARGE, UGLY SPOT. It is a cloudy, mottled gray -- darker

than her original hue. She rubs at it, but it doesn’t come

off. Grayce shakes her head and runs towards her house to

join the party.
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INT. GRAYCE’S KITCHEN - NIGHT

A throng of colors is crowded into Grayce’s kitchen. They

each clutch a STEAMING MUG OF COCOA and surround Grayce, who

is flanked by Olive, Marigold and Hazelnut. Crimson raises

his mug for a toast.

CRIMSON

To Grayce!

COLORS

To Grayce!

INDIGO

(smiling)

May zis be ze first of a thousand

roses.

Through the glowing KITCHEN WINDOW, we peer in on the

frivolity. The colors laugh and drink, Grayce at their

center.

CUT TO BLACK.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

BEGIN MONTAGE

- The paintbrush touches the ground and Grayce climbs

aboard. She is whisked away towards a BLANK CANVAS.

- Mr. Oskeole returns to The Painter’s studio, accompanied

by his wife. They pay for their COPY of Grayce’s rose and

admire it excitedly on their way out.

- Colors LAUGH and TALK around Grayce’s kitchen table.

Hazelnut supplies them with MUGS of her signature cocoa.

- The Painter paints a delicate, grayscale rose upon a

CANVAS. A handful of IDENTICAL PAINTINGS lie about his

studio. Next to The Painter’s easel hangs the original rose,

lovingly framed.

- Grayce and Magenta chat in the "Landing Zone" next to the

paintbrush. They gossip happily and giggle at what the other

has to say. Eventually, Grayce excuses herself and reaches

for the brush bristles. Magenta steps forward and calls

towards Grayce’s back, her face hopeful. Grayce freezes and

turns to Magenta, her expression one of betrayal. Magenta

falters. Grayce’s face melts into phony regret as she

responds. She talks for some time, but Magenta’s face

contorts and she storms off before Grayce finishes.
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- Colors stand around Grayce’s kitchen table. They CHAT and

drink COCOA. The kitchen is almost full, but a few faces,

notably Magenta’s, are absent.

- Grayce kneels in her room, alone, and studies her hands

and arms. MURKY SPLOTCHES now dot her limbs, obscuring bits

of her trademark gray.

- MEN and WOMEN stream in and out of The Painter’s studio.

Those who enter eagerly pull out CHECKBOOKS and WALLETS and

those who leave have GRAYSCALE ROSES tucked squarely under

their arms. As the door opens and closes, we see a line of

CUSTOMERS that stretches down the block.

- In the "Landing Zone", Grayce steps down from the brush.

Bedraggled, she looks up at The Painter who smiles tiredly.

PAINT FLECKS dot his face and apron. His lips form the word

"Tomorrow."

- Indigo, Goldenrod and Magenta confront Grayce in front of

the paintbrush. Magenta stands behind Indigo and watches the

conversation over his shoulder. Indigo talks for a moment,

then recoils. He gestures forcefully, first towards Magenta,

then himself, and finally towards Grayce. Grayce shouts back

and points at the brush behind her. Goldenrod whips out his

MEGAPHONE and begins to bellow into it, but neither party

pays any mind. Furious and hurt, Grayce grabs hold of the

bristles and is swept away.

- Colors stand around Grayce’s table, but the jovial

atmosphere appears forced. At most, half of the original

celebrants remain. The hues of those who stand around the

table are noticeably faded.

- CUSTOMERS all but throw bills towards The Painter as they

clamor to get their hands on a grayscale rose. Their

expressions are harsh and their mannerisms are cruel. Sadly,

The Painter’s eyes fall upon the original rose.

- As Grayce walks down the street, we catch a glimpse of her

REFLECTION in a WINDOW. She slows to get a closer look at

her reflection and GASPS. As she removes her hand from over

her mouth, we clearly see that the DARK SPLOTCHES have

consumed one side of her face. She covers her face with her

hands and bolts for home.

- The Painter stands in front of his easel, hands on his

hips. Much has changed. His apron hangs looser on his gaunt

frame and dozens of GRAYSCALE ROSES are stockpiled, stacked

so high that they blot out the LIGHT FROM THE WINDOWS. The

rose that is currently on the canvas is of congruent

dimension to the rest, but something is wrong -- the

once-delicate shading has become DARK AND MURKY. Try as he
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might, The Painter cannot color the rose with the hues he

could once conjure. Frustrated, The Painter sweeps the

splotchy painting off of the easel and onto the floor where

it joins a handful of similarly-mottled roses.

- Grayce stands in the "Landing Zone" and shakes her head.

Crimson lumbers away slowly, his head hung, his bright red

hue graying. Other colors watch this, their eyes narrowed,

their hues equally dull.

- The Painter sits in his studio, asleep in front of his

easel. The JINGLING of his doorbell wakens him, but before

he can get up, a MAN storms through the door with a PAINTING

under his arm. The Painter looks at the man confusedly and

the man throws the painting on the floor, face-up. It is a

grayscale rose, horribly murky and dark. The man shouts over

The Painter’s apologetic gestures and turns on his heel. He

slams the studio door behind him.

- Grayce sits at her kitchen table, her head down, a grayish

Olive and Marigold at her sides. They don’t speak and, after

a moment, Olive begins to fade out of the scene. As she

disappears, the DARK SPLOTCHES creep up the side of Grayce’s

face. After Olive has vanished, Marigold fades as well. By

the time Marigold is gone, the murky coloring has completely

enveloped Grayce. None of her original hue remains visible.

- Rain pelts The Painter’s studio. In the front window, The

Painter hangs a "Closed" sign. Along the sidewalk, splotchy

roses are strewn, creased and torn, lying in puddles where

they were hurled. The Painter stands motionless for a

moment, then slowly takes off his spattered apron and hangs

it on the wall.

END MONTAGE

INT. GRAYCE’S ROOM - NIGHT

Grayce sits in her windowsill and stares up at the MOON.

MOONLIGHT hits her face and throws the ugly, splotchy gray

into contrast.

A KNOCK at the door causes her to jump and hide her face.

Hazelnut enters the room quietly.

HAZELNUT

(softly)

Hi, sweetie.

Grayce is silent.
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HAZELNUT (cont’d)

It’s late.

No response.

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

Okay. Maybe another night. I love

you.

She turns for the door. As she turns the handle, Grayce’s

voice stops her.

GRAYCE

(softly)

I hated how I looked.

Hazelnut stops.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(angry)

I hated it. Gray and plain and

unlovable.

Hazelnut walks slowly towards the windowsill.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

I wanted to be loved. I wanted to

be noticed and important and I

wanted to feel beautiful and

meaningful, and, and --

(her voice breaks)

Now look at me. I’m hideous!

Hideous!

She wrenches herself away from the windowsill, but her

mother is there to catch her. Grayce struggles but Hazelnut

holds her tightly.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

I had what I wanted! The Painter!

The rest of the colors! They loved

the gray rose, loved me! They said

I was bold! Striking! Stunning!

(she catches her breath)

They called me beautiful.

(she savors the word, whispers

it)

They called me beautiful.

Hazelnut kneels, cradles her daughter, and rocks her in her

arms.
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HAZELNUT

(whispered)

I’ve always called you beautiful.

Grayce looks up at her mother for the first time. In the

moonlight, we see that Hazelnut’s rich brown hue has faded

into a sickly ochre. As she reaches to tuck Grayce’s hair

behind her ear, her hand trembles. Grayce recoils in shock.

Hazelnut’s eyes crinkle sadly.

HAZELNUT (cont’d)

(whispered)

I’ve always loved you, little rose.

Grayce pulls away, horrified.

GRAYCE

Mom, what happened?! Who did this

to you?!

Hazelnut doesn’t respond, she merely continues to smile

sadly at Grayce. A tear runs down her cheek.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(realization dawning)

No. No.

Grayce shakes her head slowly.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

No!

Grayce paces back and forth, head in her hands. Hazelnut

reaches forward with tremorous fingers.

HAZELNUT

Sweetheart...

GRAYCE

(shrieking)

No!

Grayce tears past her mother and bolts from her room. She

wrenches open the front door and hurtles into the cool night

air.

EXT. PALETTE - NIGHT

She runs and runs, her splotchy legs pounding the ground as

she goes. A beautiful, ivory moon hangs in the night sky.

Unconsciously, Grayce’s feet carry her towards it as she

pelts through the darkness. In the blackness, Grayce’s foot

catches the bottom of a SMALL RIDGE and she sprawls forward
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and lands in a heap. She buries her face into the ground and

convulses, but no tears come.

After a period of time, Grayce pulls herself into a sitting

position and surveys her surroundings. It is a beautiful

night, dusted with STARS. As Grayce’s eyes adjust to the

darkness, she notices an odd shape in the distance. She gets

to her feet and walks slowly towards it. As she clears the

ridge, the moon emerges from its shroud and Grayce is bathed

in MOONLIGHT. In the sudden light, Grayce peers towards the

shape.

At the edge of the palette, sit the rest of the colors. They

dangle their feet over the ledge and slump against one

another as if they are utterly beaten. In the moonlight,

Crimson’s hulking silhouette supports Mauve’s frail frame.

Marigold and Olive-shaped figures huddle together next to

Tangerine’s shivering form. Indigo is curled up next to the

silhouette of Magenta, who strokes his beret. Grayce comes

to a stop. SCATTERED COUGHS are heard from the colors and

many of them SHUDDER.

Backlit by the moonlight, each of their silhouettes is the

dark gray of shadow.

GRAYCE

(whispered, to herself)

They’re all the same color.

A sickly SNEEZE is heard from the colors.

CRIMSON O.S.

You are blessed, friend.

The colors huddle tighter in the night air.

GRAYCE

They’re all the same color...they

look so different on the top but

underneath...

Grayce’s head whips around wildly as she looks for The

Painter, high above the palette.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

I get it! I get it now, see?

They’re all the same color!

She turns round and round frantically, but The Painter is

nowhere to be seen.
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GRAYCE (cont’d)

I’m sorry! I’m so, so sorry! I was

so concerned with being beautiful,

with being loved. I was so worried

about being the most important

color, but...

(her gaze drops)

...there isn’t one.

Grayce sinks to her knees. Finally the tears spill out as

she weeps for the colors. She buries her face in her hands

and cries, her body racked with sobs.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

I’m so sorry. I thought that...that

a world of gray roses would be

beautiful, but...it’s just dead.

She takes her hands from her face to wipe her eyes and then

stops. The palms of her hands are a BRILLIANT, GLISTENING

WHITE. She blinks, not able to believe what she sees. As

tears fall onto her skin, the murky discoloring is washed

away to reveal a SPARKLING WHITE HUE underneath.

Grayce studies her palms in wonder.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(whispered)

...only gray on the outside...

Grayce leaps to her feet and bolts for home.

INT. GRAYCE’S KITCHEN - NIGHT

Grayce’s house sits DARK and SILENT. Hazelnut sits at the

table, her posture sickly and frail. Grayce bursts into the

kitchen.

GRAYCE

Mom! Mom!

Hazelnut turns to look at Grayce. When she notices Grayce’s

BRILLIANT NEW HUE, her eyes widen and she stands, but Grayce

flings herself into Hazelnut’s arms before either can speak.

Grayce buries her face into her mother’s shoulder. Gently,

Hazelnut strokes Grayce’s shining hair. As she does,

SPARKLING WHITE begins to seep into her fingertips and

spread down her arm. Hazelnut gasps and watches as Grayce’s

white mixes with her anaemic brown, leaving her a RICH,

PASTEL CARAMEL shade. The two hold each other at arm’s

length while they take in the transformation. Once the

change is complete, Hazelnut stands taller; all signs of

graying have been washed away and her tremors have vanished.

The two watch each other wordlessly for a moment.
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GRAYCE (cont’d)

The others...I have to help them,

too.

Hazelnut nods.

HAZELNUT

(softly)

I’m so proud of you, kiddo.

They embrace once more before Grayce turns and runs out of

the house.

EXT. PALETTE - NIGHT

Grayce dashes towards the palette edge where the colors sit.

By the time she arrives, a SMALL SLIVER OF SUNLIGHT paints

the palette a glowing orange. Grayce crests the ridge that

overlooks the spot where the colors sit and she puts on a

burst of speed.

GRAYCE

Hey!

A few graying colors cock their heads towards her voice, but

the movement seems to tax their strength dreadfully.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Guys! Hey!

Grayce skids to a halt in front of the ragtag bunch. The

colors stare at her with a mix of apprehension and

bewilderment.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

(panting)

Listen...your, your colors...I know

how to fix it.

The colors peer at the shimmering white figure before them,.

Recognition fails to spark in their eyes. Slowly, a

sickly-looking Olive stands, her glasses dirty and cracked.

OLIVE

(hoarsely)

Grayce?

A MUTTER travels through the other colors. Indigo draws

himself up as best he can.

INDIGO

(indignantly)

You ’ave some nerve, showing

your...
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He dissolves into a fit of COUGHING.

INDIGO (cont’d)

...showing your face around ’ere.

The colors make NOISES OF AFFIRMATION. Crimson pulls himself

to his feet and positions himself between Grayce and the

rest of the colors.

CRIMSON

Why do you come back?

GRAYCE

Because I can help! I know how --

Magenta SCOFFS.

MAGENTA

Help? After everything you’ve done,

you want to help us?

(mockingly)

The lovely gray rose wants to --

Crimson raises a hand.

CRIMSON

Enough.

(to Grayce)

But Magenta has point. Why come

back? Why help now?

Grayce addresses all the colors.

GRAYCE

(pleading)

Because I understand now! This

palette, these colors -- I was so

caught up in trying to find beauty

in myself that I missed all the

beauty that was around me!

Grayce looks at the colors, her friends, with love.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

I missed all of you.

The hostility begins to soften in some colors’ eyes. A SNORT

is heard offscreen.

INDIGO

(contemptuously)

Zen it appears you ’ave gotten your

wish. It is easy to speak of beauty

(MORE)
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INDIGO (cont’d)
when you stand zere, shining like a

pearl. But ’ere?

Indigo bitterly gestures towards his own CRACKED, FADED HUE

and shakes his head.

INDIGO (cont’d)

Zere is no beauty ’ere.

Any warmth shown by the other colors fades. They huddle

closer together as Indigo speaks, eyes downcast. Grayce

watches as the colors recede from her.

INDIGO (cont’d)

You ’ave gotten what you wanted,

little rose -- you are ze beautiful

one now, not us.

Indigo’s eyes blaze, his voice BARELY A WHISPER.

INDIGO (cont’d)

Now go. Go and paint ze world gray.

Indigo turns his back on Grayce. Crimson looks at her sadly.

CRIMSON

Goodbye, myshka.

The rest of the colors watch Grayce with expressions that

range from hurt to anger to pity. Panic fills Grayce’s eyes

as she watches the palette turn their backs on her.

GRAYCE

Crimson, wait!

The hulking figure stops and turns. Grayce runs forward and

throws her arms around his graying form. Crimson takes a

step backwards, shocked.

CRIMSON

What are --

GASPS arise from the other colors. Grayce’s sparkling white

begins to radiate through Crimson’s body. Everyone watches,

frozen, as Crimson’s cracked, faded red heals. What remains

is a LOVELY PASTEL PINK. Crimson stares at his smooth new

hue, speechless. The colors look on with bated breath.

CRIMSON (cont’d)

(slowly)

Crimson is...pretty!

Grayce giggles, overwhelmed with joyful relief.
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GRAYCE

Yes, Crimson, you’re pretty!

Crimson gives his guttural laugh, amazed with his newfound

floral shade.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

And the rest of you! I can help, I

can fix this!

An EXCITED CHATTER buzzes through the sickly colors as they

CLAMOR around Grayce. Grayce touches each of them in turn.

Their cracked, dying hues are washed away and BEAUTIFUL

PASTEL SHADES are revealed. Marigold twirls, beams, and hugs

Olive, whose eyes pop as she squishes. Goldenrod proudly

snaps to a position of attention as Magenta pats her hair

back into place and Mauve throws her back into place with a

wicked CRUNCH.

As the now-pastel colors joyfully inspect one-another’s

hues, a dark shape remains in the back of the group.

Indigo’s eyes smolder and his pencil moustache quivers as he

scowls at the other colors.

INDIGO

What are you doing? ’ave you

forgotten ’ow she cast you aside?

’ow she pushed you away so zat she

could be ze beautiful one?!

The colors turn to look at Indigo.

INDIGO (cont’d)

You are quick to forget...quick to

forget zat she was ze one who stole

ze canvas from us! Zat she was ze

one who stole our beauty!

Grayce smiles at Indigo.

GRAYCE

Can’t you see?

Grayce gestures to the vibrant pastel shades that surround

her.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Look around. The beauty was never

gone, it was just underneath.

Grayce takes a step towards Indigo. Indigo holds up a

cracked, faded hand for her to see.
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INDIGO

You took my oceans from me. Because

of your greed, I am ’ideous.

’ideous!

(with utmost loathing)

You took away my skies.

GRAYCE

Your skies aren’t gone, they’re

just hidden.

With that, Grayce places her hand on Indigo’s. His dingy hue

is washed away, revealing a BRIGHT PASTEL CERULEAN. Indigo

stares with silent wonder.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Beautiful.

Nobody speaks. Indigo’s eyes gradually raise to meet

Grayce’s.

INDIGO

(whispered)

Imagine ze heavens zat zis could

conjure.

Grayce’s eyes well with TEARS as she smiles. Crimson lumbers

up beside her.

CRIMSON

What is plan now, little mouse?

GRAYCE

The Painter. I know how we can help

him, but I’m going to need all of

you.

Indigo sweeps into a low, dramatic bow.

INDIGO

You ’ave my blues.

CRIMSON

And Crimson’s pinks.

MARIGOLD

Count me in!

OLIVE

I, too, wish to participate.
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GRAYCE

Magenta? Tangerine? I need your

help, too.

Magenta bristles and Tangerine nervously flinches.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Please? I can’t do it without you.

After a moment’s hesitation, they nod.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Alright, here’s what’s going to

happen. Crimson?

Crimson snaps to salute.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

I need you and Indigo to...

Grayce’s voice fades as we spin away, high above the

palette. The colors listen intently as Grayce outlines her

plot.

EXT. PALETTE - DAY

In the "Landing Zone", Grayce runs excitedly towards the

camera, craning her neck skyward.

GRAYCE

Hey! Hey! It’s me, Grayce!

The Painter’s studio is dark and her calls are met with

silence.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Hey! Are you up there? I know how

to fix things!

Grayce slows to a stop, looking around worriedly.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

Hello?

Slowly, The Painter emerges from the back of his studio. He

appears haggard, spattered with paint, pale. His face is

lined and dark circles cling to his eyes.

PAINTER

Forgive me, little one. I was

packing my things and did not hear

you call.

He considers her for a moment.
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PAINTER (cont’d)

I see you’ve had a change of heart.

GRAYCE

You’re packing? But why? Where are

you going?

The Painter’s eyes soften.

PAINTER

We’re all going. My customers are

not buying paintings like they used

to, so the studio must close.

GRAYCE

Close? The studio can’t close!

PAINTER

I wish that were true.

GRAYCE

The studio is our home! Can’t we

just paint more paintings to keep

it open?

The Painter’s eyes crinkle sadly.

PAINTER

Oh, little one...you would paint me

the world if I asked for it. But

those days are past, you see? My

customers no longer want paintings

of just one color.

GRAYCE

But you don’t have just one color.

The entire palette of colors slowly walks into the frame

behind Grayce. Their bodies form a vibrant, pastel collage.

GRAYCE (cont’d)

We can fix this. All of us. We can

help save the studio.

The Painter blinks and considers the colors before him.

PAINTER

You’re all willing to do this?

Goldenrod hefts his MEGAPHONE, a gleam in his eye. Crimson

CRACKS HIS KNUCKLES and shrugs.
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CRIMSON

We are colors. It is what we do.

PAINTER

(to Grayce)

Did you have something in mind? A

specific painting?

The colors break into grins. Grayce nods, and beckons The

Painter closer. He leans towards the palette and Grayce

whispers something in his ear. The Painter smiles.

PAINTER (cont’d)

Yes...I think that would be quite

fitting.

The colors CHEER. Goldenrod lets out a WAR WHOOP and raises

his megaphone.

GOLDENROD

Enough lollygagging -- you heard

the man! We’ve got a Code P!

The colors bolt for their assigned spots around the

paintbrush.

CUT TO BLACK.

EXT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - SUNSET

TIME HAS PASSED.

We open on the front of The Painter’s studio, looking at the

lovingly maintained storefront from the sidewalk. In the

window hangs a SIGN that reads "Open". The familiar JINGLE

of the doorbell is heard as an ELDERLY MAN and WOMAN open

the door and walk inside.

INT. PAINTER’S STUDIO - SUNSET

The Painter’s studio is bright, cheerful, airy. WHIMSICAL

PAINTINGS dot the walls, all of them BRIGHT, PASTEL SHADES.

MUSIC waltzes through the air, fluttering liltingly in the

breeze.

The couple enters the studio and are greeted by an older

version of The Painter as dear friends. We cannot hear what

they are saying, but our hearts are warmed nonetheless. With

a TWINKLE in his eye, The Painter hands the couple a

beautiful, pastel FARM SCENE. They exchange goodbyes and the

couple leaves the studio.
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The Painter sighs contentedly and turns to face the LARGE

WINDOW in the side of the studio. The orangey glow of a

SUNSET spills through, and it dyes the studio warm, autumn

hues.

The music begins to fade, sweetly singing its last as The

Painter looks out over the countryside.

For the last time, the camera pulls away from the scene,

leaving behind the rich hues of the studio. As we bid

goodbye, we notice something on the wall that causes us to

linger. Next to the easel, Grayce’s original rose lovingly

hangs in its frame. The rose’s grayscale shading is gone,

painted over by A MULTITUDE OF VIBRANT, PASTEL HUES.

FADE TO BLACK.


